
Chapter 5

SAMBA: TALKING TO

WINDOWS NETWORKS

Question: I’ve snuck a Linux machine onto my mostly Windows corporate
network, to use as a personal workstation. There are a lot of files and doc-
uments out on the NT file servers that I’d like to be able to access. I also
need to be able to print documents to the network printers. Or . . . maybe
I’ve started my own business. My employees are more comfortable with
Windows workstations, but I don’t want to spring for an expensive file and
print server. What can I do?

Answer: Samba provides a complete solution for sharing files and printers
with Windows networks. Not only does it allow a Linux machine to act as
a workstation in a Windows network, it can also make a Linux machine
act as a file and print server for a Windows network. In fact, why don’t you
just replace both the servers and workstations with Linux machines?

One of the most important requirements for Linux to be adopted in the mainstream
business environment is the ability to interoperate with Microsoft Windows networks.

Difficult-o-Meter: 4 (fairly high Linux knowledge required)

Covers:

Samba http://www.samba.org

TkSMB http://www.rt.mipt.ru/frtk/ivan/TkSmb/

xSMBrowser http://www.public.iastate.edu/~chadspen/

SMB2WWW http://www.samba.org/samba/smb2www/
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Neither Windows nor Linux is going to go away anytime soon. Transparent network
access that’s independent of a user’s choice of operating system is a worthy goal. Since
Windows isn’t known for its wide variety of networking protocols, it’s up to Linux to
fill the niche.

The software package that came to be known as Samba was originally developed in
Australia by Andrew Tridgell. The project is open source and released under the GPL.
A worldwide group of contributors have carefully reverse-engineered Microsoft’s pro-
tocols, both documented and not so documented. The job is even more difficult
because of Microsoft’s strategy of making their software a moving target: changing
protocols, using incompatible file formats, and so on.

Simply put, Samba provides full-featured SMB networking functionality to Linux—
almost all of the functions available on a Windows machine. A Linux computer can
browse shares and access files or printers on an existing Windows network. It’s also
easy to set up a Linux machine as a file or print server in place of a Windows NT or
2000 box. In Samba versions 2.0 and above, Linux can even serve in place of a Win-
dows NT domain controller. Samba emulates the SMB protocol so closely that
clients won’t even know it’s not a Windows machine. In fact, many corporate IT
departments have been able to replace their Window NT servers with Linux machines
with no interruption in service.

What Is SMB?

Years ago, Microsoft and IBM came up with the SMB (Server Message Block) pro-
tocol to compete with Novell’s IPX-based file and print sharing. Though it’s hard to
believe now, there was a time when pretty much all corporate networks were running
IPX and Novell Netware servers. The relatively few home networks were running
IPX, while military and research networks used TCP/IP. SMB was the first protocol
to run over multiple network protocols: TCP/IP, NetBEUI, and IPX/SPX. In other
words, an SMB server could replace a Novell server without need of changing the rest
of the network infrastructure. The promise was that of an open system—one where
any server that could speak SMB could serve any SMB-speaking clients, over any of
several network protocols. Bear in mind, though, that this promise would go pretty
much unfulfilled for quite some time. The only servers that spoke SMB were OS/2
and MS Windows. When OS/2 failed to gather much market share, Joe User was left
with an “open” solution that was available from only one vendor.

Note, as well, that this “open” solution (which, to the best of my knowledge, was never
marketed as such) had nothing for Unix users. SMB was strictly PC stuff, and PC stuff
was shunned by Unix users as being too dinky, too underpowered, and incapable of
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running a “real OS.” As MS Windows quickly became a de facto standard, so did the
SMB protocol. Users began using MS Windows’ built-in (SMB) file and print sharing
to offer new levels of data sharing. When Windows 95 came along, it got even easier.
Using the standard GUI approach, anyone with a mouse and a finger to click it could
set up file shares, shared printers, password-protected shares, and even drive map-
pings. Gone was the need for the arcane batch files required by earlier versions of
Windows and by contemporary versions of Novell Netware. So today, we are left with
a single great divide: the Microsoft, PC, SMB world, on the one hand, and the Unix,
big iron, NFS world on the other. So what are the differences? There are quite a few,
and we’ll start by looking at naming.

Every machine on a Windows network is identified by a NetBIOS name, which
is similar to a Linux hostname. NetBIOS names are at most 15 characters and are
case-insensitive. Unlike hostnames, they also contain a resource-type byte, which
describes the role or roles of the machine on the network. Multiple names and mul-
tiple types can be associated with a single physical machine. As an example, here is
a listing of the NetBIOS names associated with the primary Linux box on my home
network:

HOMER <00> - B <ACTIVE>
HOMER <03> - B <ACTIVE>
HOMER <20> - B <ACTIVE>
__MSBROWSE__ <01> - <GROUP> B <ACTIVE>
WORKGROUP <00> - <GROUP> B <ACTIVE>
WORKGROUP <1d> - B <ACTIVE>
WORKGROUP <1e> - <GROUP> B <ACTIVE>

The NetBIOS names are on the left, and the hex value of the resource-type byte is
shown in angle brackets. Type <00> means a standard workstation, type <03> means a
WinPopup service, and type <20> means a file and print server. So my computer
HOMER advertises itself as a workstation and a file server and as capable of receiving
WinPopup messages.

The other name, __MSBROWSE__, is Microsoft’s way of identifying a domain mas-
ter browser. A master browser is responsible for periodically checking what machines
and shares are available on a network and caching that information. Then when
another computer wants to “explore” the network, it needs to ask only the master
browser what is available instead of doing a network-intensive broadcast request.

What about the WORKGROUP entries? These describe the workgroups, or domains,
to which my machine belongs. I only have one workgroup on my network, WORK-
GROUP, and HOMER advertises itself as a workstation (type 00) in that domain.
The other two lines refer to the machine’s role as a master browser, which we won’t
discuss in detail in this chapter.
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Every machine that understands SMB advertises itself as providing certain services.
These services do not have to be limited to file sharing; in a typical Windows network
they include print sharing, remote administration capabilities, popup messaging, and
other features. Every service has a name unique to the machine where it is offered.
On a network, a service is identified with the following syntax:

\\machine-name\service-name

This notation is called the universal naming convention (though it’s hardly universal!).
Since backslashes are shell metacharacters under Linux, most of the Samba utilities
will conveniently accept UNCs using forward slashes and automatically convert them
to backslashes as necessary.

On a Windows file server, any directory can be defined as the root of a file-sharing
service. There is no dependence on the physical layout of the file system, and the
directory being shared can itself be connected to a file share on a third machine. All
subdirectories of the file-sharing root are accessible through a share. Access to a share
is controlled both by the permissions on the share and by the permission on the
underlying file system, if applicable.

A Windows print share allows network access to a locally connected printer.
The service does not provide drivers for a printer, only the ability to send a pre-
formatted print job from a remote machine. As a result, if you intend to use a Win-
dows printer from a Linux machine, you must have Linux drivers available to
generate the appropriate control language for the printer. The Ghostscript package
is included with most Linux distributions, and it provides a wide variety of filters
to convert PostScript to proprietary printer-control languages. A list of directly sup-
ported printers and third-party-supported printers are available at the Ghostscript
Web site.

On my machine KEARNEY, for example, the following services are available. We’ll
see how to list these services in the next section.

\\KEARNEY\CDROM   maps to E:\
\\KEARNEY\ZIPLIB  maps to D:Ziplib\
\\KEARNEY\CANON   print service for a Canon BJ-200
\\KEARNEY\IPC$     special OS service

Much more information is available on SMB and CIFS (Common Internet File Sys-
tem). NetBIOS names and scoping are described in RFCs 1001 and 1002. The book
Using Samba (by Robert Eckstein, David Collier-Brown, and Peter Kelly; published
by O’Reilly & Assoc.) is also an excellent reference for the idiosyncrasies of
Microsoft’s SMB implementation. It is available online as well.
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Setting Up Samba as a Client

Samba can be compiled from the source distribution or installed as a Debian or RPM
package. In either case, there are several different components that will be installed.
The server components are:

� smbd: a daemon that shares out files and printers from the Linux system
� nmbd: a daemon that provides NetBIOS name resolution
� sambaconfig: a reconffiguration tool
� smbpasswd: an SMB password maintenance tool

The client components are:

� smbclient: an FTP-like program for accessing shares
� smbspool: a tool to send print jobs to shared printers
� smbmount, smbumount: tools to, respectively, mount and unmount SMB shares.

All of the Samba components use a single configuration file, usually located at
/etc/samba/smb.conf. The majority of configuration options in this file affect the behav-
ior of the Samba server, but a few options need to be set correctly in order to use the
client applications.

Like many other Linux configuration files, the Samba configuration file is a simple
text document. Blank lines and white space are not significant (except in parameter
values), and comments begin with a semicolon and extend to the end of the line. The
whole file is case insensitive, so WORKGROUP is the same as workgroup is the same as
WoRkGrOuP. Booleans can be yes/no, 0/1, or true/false. There are three special sec-
tions: [global], [homes], and [printers]. The man page covers this and more in pretty
good detail.

The default configuration file is heavily commented, describing the purpose of each
line. The only significant thing you’ll have to do for using client applications is to
change the default workgroup:

; "security = user" is always a good idea. This will require a
; Unix account in this server for every user accessing the server.
security = domain
; Change this for the workgroup your Samba server will part of
workgroup = WORKGROUP
server string = %h server (Samba %v)

Modify the line starting with workgroup = to specify the name of your Windows
workgroup or Windows NT domain. Actually, this step is not strictly necessary,
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since the Samba client tools will also accept the -W command line option to specify a
nondefault workgroup. But it’s easier to use a tool if you don’t have to remember (and
type!) a long list of arcane options and flags.

Discovering the Local Network

As mentioned previously, a client explores the local network by locating the workgroup
master browser and querying it for information. This is equivalent to the Windows
concept of Network Neighborhood. The next section describes how to use nmblookup
to find the name of the master browser, and the following section shows how to list
the shares on that machine.

Now you may be saying, “We don’t want the shares, just the computers!” And you
would be right. But the same program that lists shares on a particular machine will also
display the machines in the local workgroup. Technically, if you already know the name
of one machine in the network, you don’t even need to know the master browser—you
can just request the shares from the one you know and find the machines on the net-
work as a convenient side effect of the way the Samba tools work. So read on.

Looking Up Machines with nmblookup

One of the utilities in the basic Samba installation is nmblookup, which is a NetBIOS
equivalent to nslookup. The primary purpose of the utility is to resolve NetBIOS
names into IP addresses. Typical usages are as follows:

$ nmblookup KEARNEY
querying KEARNEY on 192.168.0.255
192.168.0.19 KEARNEY<00>

$ nmblookup -M -
querying __MSBROWSE__ on 192.168.0.255
192.168.0.11 __MSBROWSE__<01>

$ nmblookup -A 192.168.0.19
Looking up status of 192.168.0.19
received 5 names
KEARNEY         <00> -         M <ACTIVE>
CURTIS          <00> - <GROUP> M <ACTIVE>
KEARNEY         <03> -         M <ACTIVE>
KEARNEY         <20> -         M <ACTIVE>
CURTIS          <1e> - <GROUP> M <ACTIVE>
num_good_sends=0 num_good_receives=0
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The first example looks up the named machine by doing a subnet broadcast (as can be
seen from the .255 address). The response shows the IP address, NetBIOS name, and
resource-type byte for KEARNEY. If the Windows network has a WINS server, you
can specify a direct request with the -U <ip-address> option. The second example is
a shortcut for looking up the domain master browser, while the third example per-
forms a status inquiry on an IP address rather than on a NetBIOS name.

nmblookup has many more modes of operation. As usual, consult the man page for
more information.

Listing Shares

Now that you’ve identified a machine, how can you find out what shares it has? This
task, and most others associated with Windows networking, can be done with the
smbclient program, which is part of the standard Samba distribution. The syntax for
listing shares is:

$ smbclient -L HOMER
added interface ip=192.168.0.1 bcast=192.168.0.255
nmask=255.255.255.0
Password:
Anonymous login successful
Domain=[CURTIS] OS=[Unix] Server=[Samba 2.0.7]

Sharename  Type    Comment
---------  ----    -------
site-local Disk
c          Disk    Old Windows 95 Installation
IPC$       IPC     IPC Service (homer server (Samba 2.0.7))
lp         Printer HP Deskjet 672C

Server     Comment
------     -------
HOMER      homer server (Samba 2.0.7)
KEARNEY    Tom's Computer
SANJAY     Annie's Computer

Workgroup  Master
---------  ------
CURTIS     HOMER

This is actually a lot more information than you might have expected—but we’ll go
through it one piece at a time. I just hit Enter at the password prompt for an anony-
mous login. There are a few messages at first, and then the first table, which shows
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the shares available on HOMER, their type, and any comment that’s set up in the
configuration file. The second table lists the machines in the current workgroup
along with their descriptions. This answers our question in the previous section,
about how to find the machines on the local network. The third table describes the
available workgroups and which machines are the master browsers for each. In my
case, there’s only one workgroup.

Now if I looked at the shares on KEARNEY, I’d get a different result:

$ smbclient -L KEARNEY
added interface ip=192.168.0.1 bcast=192.168.0.255
nmask=255.255.255.0
Password:
Anonymous login successful

Sharename Type    Comment
--------- ----    -------
CDROM     Disk
PRINTER$  Disk
CANON     Printer
ZIPLIB    Disk
IPC$      IPC     Remote Inter Process Communication

If I want to specify a different workgroup or a username (in the case of Windows NT
domains), I could use the -W and -U options to smbclient, respectively.

Accessing Shares with smbclient

Although we’ve already used it in a noninteractive mode, smbclient is really an inter-
active program that looks and acts like an FTP client. Simply invoke the utility with
the name of the share. Remember that the share name can be specified with forward
slashes if desired, and you may specify the username and workgroup also. A sample
session would proceed as follows:

$ smbclient //homer/site-local
added interface ip=192.168.0.1 bcast=192.168.0.255
nmask=255.255.255.0
Password:
Domain=[CURTIS] OS=[Unix] Server=[Samba 2.0.7]
smb: \> dir

.      D        0  Tue Oct 24 18:58:00 2000

..     D        0  Tue Oct 24 19:09:45 2000
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archive      D        0  Tue Oct 24 18:58:21 2000
perl-lib     D        0  Sat Aug 14 15:43:24 1999
www          D        0  Mon Jul 31 18:00:18 2000
sql          D        0  Tue Oct 24 18:58:18 2000

44717 blocks of size 131072. 14061 blocks available
smb: \> cd sql
smb: \sql\> dir

.            D        0  Tue Oct 24 18:58:18 2000

..           D        0  Tue Oct 24 18:58:00 2000
tables.sql   3042  Sun Aug 20 22:47:05 2000
data.sql     95706  Sun Aug 20 22:14:00 2000

44717 blocks of size 131072. 14061 blocks available

smb: \sql\> lcd /tmp
the local directory is now /tmp
smb: \sql\> get tables.sql
getting file tables.sql of size 3042 as tables.sql (86.8301 kb/s) 

(average 86.8304 kb/s)
smb: \sql\> exit

The program prompts for a password (unless the -N option is used), and that infor-
mation is used to authenticate to the share. All of same commands are available as in a
typical FTP client: dir, ls, cd, lcd, get, put, prompt, mget, and mput, to name a few.
The only difference is the exit command, which replaces bye.

Another difference from FTP is that all file transfers are performed in binary mode;
that is, no translations between CR and CRLF are performed. Consequently, there is
no equivalent to the FTP type command. If you are retrieving text files from a Win-
dows share, you may want to use dos2unix or Perl -pe ‘s/\r\n$/\n/’ to perform the
end-of-line translations.

Accessing Shares with smbsh and smbfs

The smbclient program is not the only way to access Windows shares. Linux
provides two other alternatives: the smbsh shell and the amazingly useful smbfs file
system.
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The first option is smbsh, which is actually just a bash shell invoked inside a Samba
“wrapper.” The wrapper is a shared library that intercepts file-related system calls in
order to create a virtual directory at /smb. Any dynamically linked program run under
this environment will be able to access a Windows network as if it were part of the
local file system.

The virtual directory is organized as /smb/<server>/<share>/<path...>/<file>. For
example,

$ ls /smb

will list all available machines in a workgroup, and the command

$ cp /smb/HOMER/site-local/sql/tables.sql ./

will copy a file on //HOMER/site-local to the current directory. Keep in mind that
smbsh will not work with statically linked programs, and in fact the Samba documen-
tation refers to the SMB “wrapper” as “a hack.”

Fortunately, there is a better option available: Windows shares can actually be
mounted on a Linux file system just as if they were local partitions! This is equiva-
lent to the Windows and Netware operations of mapping a network volume. How-
ever, instead of adding a volume as a separate drive letter, the share can be mounted
anywhere on the Linux file system. The smbfs kernel module and the smbmount
utility are responsible for this bit of magic. Support for Samba file systems is included
in the kernel source distribution, but you may need to enable that support in the ker-
nel configuration and recompile. The configuration option is under the Filesystems/
Network filesystems menu. Kernel recompilation is covered in Chapter 1.

# insmod smbfs
# smbmount //KEARNEY/C$ /mnt/remote-cdrom
# df
Filesystem   1k-blocks     Used  Available  Use%  Mounted on
/dev/hdc1       101075    40254      55602   42%  /
/dev/hdc5       147740    32032     108079   23%  /var
/dev/hdc6       147740     2039     138072    1%  /tmp
/dev/hdc7      1981000  1251183     627405   67%  /usr
/dev/hdc4      5723816  3859608    1567809   71%  /home
//kearney/c$    101075    40254      55602   42%  /mnt/kearney-cdrive

The insmod ensures that the smbfs kernel module is installed. Of course, this step
is not necessary if SMB file system support is precompiled into the kernel. The stan-
dard mount command cannot build the appropriate data structures necessary for the
smbfs modules, so Samba provides the smbmount command. The syntax is similar,
but the first argument should be a share name instead of a device name. Share names
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ending with a dollar sign are not shown by Windows Explorer. This is a Microsoft-
specific way to implement “hidden” shares. Samba will always show these shares,
however.

In the case of authenticated shares (and none of your shares allow anonymous logins,
right?), the username and domain required to connect to the share can be provided
with the -o option:

# smbmount //KEARNEY/C$ /mnt -o username=pcurtis,workgroup=WORKGROUP,
uid=root,gid=staff,fmask=0664,dmask=0775
password:

You will need to enter a password to complete the connection. The other options set
the user, group, and permissions under which the mounted files will appear. In this
example, the SMB file system is made available read-only to any user on the machine,
except for root and any user in the group staff.

Accessing Shared Printers with smbprint

Using a Windows printer from Linux is very simple. Aside from a little configuration,
the only thing you need is the smbprint utility. Samba also provides the smbspool
utility, which performs almost exactly the same task as smbprint. However, the com-
mand line argument positions are arranged so that it can be used as a spooler under
the Common Unix Printing System. We will discuss only smbprint in this section.

To set up a Windows printer, you first need to create an SMB-specific configuration
file. The recommended location is a directory $SPOOL_DIR/lpd/<printer-name>,
where $SPOOL_DIR is the standard spool directory on your system. For example, on
a Debian system the path is /var/spool. Create this directory, and then create a file
containing the print server name, share name, and password (if necessary). Save this
file in the new directory, with the name .config. On my Linux machine, for example, I
have set up a Canon BJ-200 as a remote printer:

$ cat /var/spool/lpd/canon/.config
server=KEARNEY
service=CANON
password=""

Now you can send a print job to the remote printer by running the smbprint command:

$ smbprint /var/spool/lpd/canon/acct < print.job
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The first argument is the name of the accounting file where lpd should log the print
job. This file does not have to exist yet, but it should be in the right spool subdirec-
tory. smbprint assumes its configuration file is in the same directory as this account-
ing file. The second argument is a file containing the print job, formatted in the
appropriate printer-control language. If you’re unlucky enough to have a printer that
doesn’t understand PostScript, you may have to use Ghostscript (gs) to convert a
PostScript file to a particular printer language. In the case of my Canon bubble jet
printer, I have to use the bj200 driver, resulting in the following command line:

$ cat myfile.ps | gs -q -dSAFER -sDEVICE=bj200 -dQuality=1 -dNOPAUSE \
-sOutputFile=- - | smbprint /var/spool/lpd/canon/acct

On my machine, I placed this command line in a shell script so that I just have to redi-
rect a PostScript document into the command in order to print it remotely.

The final step is to integrate calls to this script into whichever print architecture you
prefer. If you use lpd/lprng, for example, you’ll want to modify your /etc/printcap entry
to add this script as an output filter:

# /etc/printcap: printer capability database. See printcap(5).
# You can use the filter entries df, tf, cf, gf, etc. for
# your own filters. See /etc/filter.ps, /etc/filter.pcl, and
# the printcap(5) manual page for further details.

canon|Canon BJ-200 on Kearney:\
:sd=/var/spool/lpd/canon:\
:af=/var/spool/lpd/canon/acct:\
:mx#0:\
:sh:\
:of=/etc/printing/canon.filter:

Graphical Clients

In addition to the basic command line tools, there are also a number of graphical inter-
faces to the Samba client tools. They all provide similar functionality: the ability to
browse a network, browse the computers in a domain, browse the shares on a computer,
and browse the files within a share. All of the graphical clients mentioned here use the
smbclient program underneath, parse the output, and present it in a easy-to-use manner.

TkSMB (Figure 5-1) is written by Ivan Volosuk, and is available at http://www.rt.
mipt.ru/frtk/ivan/TkSmb/. As the name indicates, it is a Tk-based application.

XSMBrowser (Figure 5-2) is another Tk-based Samba network browser with a num-
ber of contributors. It is available at Chad Spencer’s Web page at Iowa State Univer-
sity, http://www.public.iastate.edu/~chadspen/.
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Figure 5-1 TkSMB.

Figure 5-2 xSMBrowser.
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Finally, SMB2WWW (Figure 5-3) is a Web-based interface for browsing a Windows
network. It is distributed as a set of CGI scripts that access smbclient on the back end.
It is available from http://samba.anu.edu.au/samba/smb2www/.

In addition, KDE 2.0 and higher has native support for Windows shares in Kon-
queror, their advanced file/Web browser. You can browse the network, shares, and
mount SMB file systems, if the kernel supports it and the user account has appropri-
ate privileges.
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Replacing Those Workstations

Given all these options, how would you go about replacing your workstation with a
Linux box but still be able to get to all your files? Well, a simple answer would be
to install KDE 2.0 or higher and use its integrated features. Of course, this answer
only shows my bias toward the KDE environment. You can choose whatever desktop
environment you like, and use the following Linux analogs of Windows networking
operations.

All drives that should be mapped on start-up are placed in /etc/fstab. If you want the
user to feel really comfortable, you can mount the SMB shares as if they were drive
letters:

# /etc/fstab: static file system information.
#
# <file system> <mount point> <type> <options>         <dump> <pass>
/dev/hda1       /       ext2   defaults,errors=remount-ro    0      1

//HOME/PCURTIS /F:      smbfs  username=pcurtis,uid=pcurtis,
gid=admin     0      1

//HOME/SHARED  /G:      smbfs  username=pcurtis,uid=pcurtis,
gid=admin     0      1

Make sure to create the /F: and /G: directories before you reboot.

Drives can be manually mapped and unmapped by mounting and unmounting an
SMB file system. These two scripts will do the trick nicely, but they need to be run as
root. If you want to give unprivileged users the ability to run them, you’ll have to set
up user mount capabilities and change mapped_root to a directory that’s writable by
the user.

#!/bin/sh
# maps a drive letter

# usage: map F: //HOME/PCURTIS

mapped_root="/mnt/"
drive_dir="$mapped_root$1";
share=$2

# Check if this mount point is already used.
if [ "$(mount | grep -c $drive_dir)" -ne 0 ]; then

echo "Drive $1 is already mapped."
exit

fi

# Make sure the mount point exists!
mkdir -p $drive_dir
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# Mount the file system, using the current username from the
environment.

mount $share $drive_dir -t smbfs -o username=$USER,uid=$USER,
gid=admin || \
echo "Unable to map drive!"

#!/bin/sh
# unmaps a drive letter
# usage: unmap F:

mapped_root="/mnt/"
drive_dir="$mapped_root$1";
share=$2

# Check if the drive is mapped
if [ "$(mount | grep -c $drive_dir)" -eq 0 ]; then

echo "Drive $1 is not currently mapped."
exit

fi

# Try a simple unmount. This will fail if some process has open
files on the share.

umount $drive_dir

if [ $? -ne 0 ]; then
# Prompt the user. This is a "dialog box" of sorts.
echo -n "Someone may be using this drive. Continue (Y/N)? "
read ok

# If the user says Y, try to force the unmount.
if [ "$ok" = "y" -o "$ok" = "Y" ]; then

umount -f $drive_dir
fi

fi

# Finally, verify the mount is really gone...
if [ "$(mount | grep -c $drive_dir)" -ne 0 ]; then

echo "Unable to unmap drive $1, giving up."
exit

fi

# before removing the directory
rmdir $drive_dir

Printers are set up by adding entries to the /etc/printcap file (unless you’re using a dif-
ferent print architecture, of course.) The output filter for each printer should
be a script like the one shown earlier, but customized to output the right kind of
printer-control language. The script doesn’t have to use GhostScript; in fact, it
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can call a vendor-supplied driver instead. This is just what I do with my Lexmark
printer.

Then to print a file, you just use this command:

$ lp -d SALESPRINTER sales_report.ps

Simple, eh? But it belies a complex chain of events going on in the background.

I’ll quickly summarize this process:

� lp spools the input file, which is picked up by lpd.
� lpd checks the printcap entry for SALESPRINTER and pipes the file to your

custom script.
� Your script calls GhostScript to do the dirty work of conversion.
� Then your script pipes the PCL output to smbprint.
� smbprint uses the Samba libraries to send the print job over the network.
� Your pages come flying out the laser printer in the sales department.

Problems with any one of these steps can keep things from working. If you do
encounter problems, the best way to avoid frustration is to be methodical and verify
each step in turn.

Let’s Get Practical

Now I’ll describe a task that would have been more difficult than it needs to be, if not
for Samba. The example may seem trivial (or perhaps it just is), but it’s a real-world
application.

My employer has a heterogeneous network environment: Unix and IBM for the big
machines, and Windows NT for the desktops and file serving. One day, while brows-
ing one of my favorite news sites (over the lunch hour, of course), I found an interest-
ing link and bookmarked it. When I got home, I wanted to revisit the site, but I had
problems remembering the path of links that I took. So my problem was: How do I
get to the bookmarks on my desktop machine at work?

If I were using a Windows machine at home, I would use the RAS connection plus
SecureID provided for work-at-home employees and map a drive to my desktop to
pick up the files I needed. There was a problem with that, though; I don’t have a Win-
dows system at home, just Linux. As a consequence, I had never signed up for RAS or
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obtained a SecureID token. My usual way in from home is through SSH to our Unix
servers. But never fear, Samba is here! Here is a transcript of my session (the IP
addresses are blanked out):

$ ssh -l pxcurtis devbox.mycompany.com
Last login: Wed Aug 2 11:31:03 2000
No mail.
bash-2.01$ smbclient //W-IS-PXC/C$ -U PXCURTIS -W MYCOMPANY
added interface ip=172.17.*.* bcast=172.17.255.255 nmask=255.255.0.0
Password:
Domain=[MYCOMPANY] OS=[Windows NT 4.0] Server=[NT LAN Manager 4.0]
smb: > cd "Program Files/Netscape/Communicator/Users/pxcurtis"
smb: > get bookmarks.htm
getting file bookmarks.htm of size 4021 as bookmarks.htm (47.4793 kb/s)
smb: > exit

[In another terminal window on my home machine]
$ scp pxcurtis@devbox.mycompany.com:bookmarks.htm bookmarks.htm

The first step was to SSH in to establish access to the company network. Although it
wasn’t too important for this application, an added benefit of using SSH was the
encryption of all information traversing the public parts of the Internet. Once I got to
the shell prompt on our Unix server, I ran the smbclient program to connect to a
share on my desktop machine, specifically, the hidden “administrative” share set up
by desktop support as C$. I made sure to specify the user and domain as well, using
the command line options. Then I entered my Windows account password and used
the SMB client program to change to the correct directory and retrieve my Netscape
bookmarks file to the Unix server. Finally, I used scp to copy the file to my home
machine, all in under 60 seconds.

Of course, this wouldn’t have helped if I had shut my desktop machine off at the end
of the day, like everyone else.

The Other Side of the Coin: 
Samba as a Server

Remember how little configuring we needed to do to get the Samba client tools
working? Well, those days are over, my friend. We’ll have to change a lot of options
now, but we’ll explain each one. Without further ado, here’s the updated smb.conf.

;
; /etc/smb.conf
;
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[global]
workgroup = CURTIS
guest account = nobody
keep alive = 30
os level = 2
security = user
encrypt passwords = yes
socket options = TCP_NODELAY
map to guest = Bad User
interfaces = 192.168.2.102/255.255.255.0
wins support = no

[cdrom]
comment = Linux CD-ROM
path = /cdrom
read only = yes
public = yes
locking = no

[music]
comment = My Music Files
browseable = yes
public = no
writeable = no
create mode = 755
path = /MyMusic

� workgroup: All my Windows machines belong to the CURTIS workgroup, so
it only makes sense that the Samba installations would be members as well.

� guest account: Is set to nobody. This is fairly irrelevant, since you should never
grant write access to anything without a username and password.

� keep alive: Sets the number of seconds between “keepalive” packets, which are
used to determine if clients are alive and responding. And 30 seems to be a
good generic number for this—often enough to notice pretty quickly if
a client hangs, but not often enough to swamp the network with “keepalive”
packets.

� os level: Sets the importance of the samba server for the purposes of master
browser elections. Windows NT workstations and servers hold regular battles
to see who is in charge of things (who becomes the master browser, that is),
and the higher this value is, the more likely the server is to win. I’ve set this
rather low, since I’ve got another Samba server on the network, and that one
has the os level set to 65—which means it will win every election.

� security: The valid options here are user, share, server, and domain. I set it up
for user-based security, because that’s how I think and because I specify the
same username for both my windows machines and for my Unix accounts. If
your usernames aren’t the same between the two, you should set up share-
based security. Share-based security is also good for password-free shares,
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such as for printers. The security setting is the single most important aspect
of your configuration file, and therefore of your Samba setup. At the very
least, read the section of the man page and see what will work the best for you.
At the very most, go out and read a detailed book on installing Samba.

� encrypt passwords: If you use windows 98 or NT 4.0 SP3, set this to yes. Other-
wise, set to no. If you’ve got a mix of Windows flavors on your network, God
help you. Seriously, though, there are known issues with mixing Windows 9x,
NT, and 2000 on a single network. Again, the Samba documentation is king.

� socket options: TCP_NODELAY is a major performance gain. Set it.
� map to guest: This isn’t used if your security level is set to share. Basically, this

determines who becomes the guest user. Bad User means that if someone
enters a username that does not exist in the smbpasswd file, that individual will
be treated as the guest user. Other options include Bad Password, Never, and
Bad Andy. Bad Password means that users who enter their passwords incor-
rectly will be treated as the guest account. Never is self-explanatory, and Bad
Andy is a special case for dealing with evil sock monkeys.

� interfaces: This line describes IP address and netmask to use when doing
broadcast queries. If these options aren’t set, Samba will determine the values
automatically.

� wins support: You shouldn’t set this to true unless you have a multisubnetted
network and want a different machine to be your WINS server.

Per-Share Options

� [whatever]: Every share must have an internal label. How else would Samba
tell the difference between them?

� comment: Put anything you feel is appropriate in here. It will be visible if
you’re looking at your Network Neighborhood in Detail mode.

� path: Is the full path to the share on the Linux system.
� read-only: Sets whether or not users can write to the share.
� locking: This might be useful for read-only file systems (like CD-ROMs).

According to the man page, I should never need to set this. SuSE sets it out of
the box, and they’re usually pretty clever, so I’m following their lead on this.

� browseable: Determines whether or not this share will show up in the Network
Neighborhood browse window. If set to no or false, then the share will not appear.

� public: This is a synonym for “guest ok.”
� writable: Determines whether or not users can write to the share. Rather the

opposite of read-only, eh?
� create mode: The default permission for files created on this share. The format

is the same as the numeric permissions argument to chmod.

Obviously, there are a lot more options. You could spend weeks learning them all, but
they aren’t all necessary to get you up and running right now, so we’re not going to
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cover them. The point is: You can really, really customize Samba. It’s a full-featured
replacement for Windows NT server—and the price is certainly right.

smbpasswd

smbpasswd allows you to add and remove user accounts from Samba’s local data-
base as well as to change passwords. These functions are useful only if you have the
security = user option set. This means that Samba should “roll its own” authentication
rather than using an external provider like a domain controller. When someone on a
Windows machine tries to connect to a share on the Samba machine, they’ll need to
provide one of these usernames and a valid password.

When you first start out, then, you’ll need to add some users to the local database.
Use the following command to do this:

$ smbpasswd -a username

Note that the users must be valid users on your Linux machine, too. Samba certainly isn’t
going to give the Windows users remote root access just because they happened to
know a password. Instead, the remote users get the privileges of the Linux user
account with the corresponding name. The permissions on the Linux system will
have an effect on what the users can do through the share.

Other flags to smbpasswd include -x to delete a user, -d to disable a user, and -n
to set a user up without a password. Please, please, please don’t use -n. It’s just
not wise.

Now that users and shares are set up, any Windows clients on my network
should be able to connect to the music share by mapping a drive to 
\\SAMBASERVER\MUSIC. If they’re logged into the Windows network with the
same username and password as one that I set up with smbpasswd, they’ll be able
to map it immediately. Otherwise, a new authentication box will pop up for them to
enter a new username and password. I won’t worry about Linux workstations, since
we already know how to connect to shares with those.

Becoming a Server in an Existing Domain

Isn’t it tedious to go setting up users on your Linux box that duplicate existing Win-
dow logons? And just wait until you have to deal with password changes. If you
already have a Windows domain with a Primary Domain Controller, it’s probably
easier to tell the Samba server to use domain authentication instead.
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Simply set the security = domain option in the configuration file, and then use
smbpasswd -j to tell the domain master that you’d like to be added to the domain.
You’ll also have to set password server = <myPDC>. Note that your PDC can be either
another Samba machine or an NT box. No matter how good an idea it seems to be,
do not point your Samba server at itself! Can you say infinite loop? I knew you could.
Anyway, look up the password server and security options in the documentation and
knock yourself silly.

Windows 2000 Issues

What were you thinking? You paid for another MS upgrade? Ugh. Okay, there are
known issues. Samba 2.2.0 and higher can act as a Primary Domain Controller for
W2K, with some limitations in functionality. File sharing is okay, as of Samba 2.0.7.
Smarter people than I are currently working on this. They’ll likely have it fixed by the
time this book is published, but be sure to check out the Samba Web page for docu-
mentation of this. You can get some documentation on using Samba 2.2.0 as your
PDC at http://us1.samba.org/samba/docs/samba-pdc-faq.html.

SWAT

SWAT is the Samba Web Administration Tool. It allows you to set up and configure
your smb.conf file via your browser. Before I go any farther, I have to say: I hate GUI
configuration tools. They annoy me. They never offer anything over the command
line tools, and they rarely work. That said, I have this to say about SWAT: I love it. It’s
a pretty slick system, and it even has password authentication.

SWAT is started via inetd, and has only two fflags: -a and -s. -s speciffies the name of
the proper config file (SWAT assumes it’s at /usr/local/samba/lib/smb.conf ), and -a
turns off authentication. You would never ever want to use -a. Ever. Really. I’m quite
serious about this.

In order actually to run it, you’ll need to add a line to /etc/services and one to
/etc/inetd.conf. Add this line to /etc/services:

swat            901/tcp

The number “901” can be any sub-1024 port, provided that it is not already in
use. The SWAT man page warns of an obscure security hole that may be en-
countered when using port numbers larger than 1024. For safety’s sake, keep it
under 2e9.
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Add this line to /etc/inetd.conf:

swat  stream  tcp  nowait.400  root  /usr/local/samba/bin/swat swat 
-s /usr/samba/smb.conf

Notice the -s option. It specifies the location of the Samba configuration file on my
Debian system. After both files are changed, tell inetd to refresh its configuration:

# kill -HUP `pidof inetd`

or

# /etc/rc.d/init.d/inetd reload

Now, fire up your browser, and type http://localhost:901/ in the address window. Away
it goes!

Caveats

You should use SWAT only from localhost. Even though it’s password authenti-
cated, the password is sent over the network in clear text and is hence just as vulner-
able to sniffing as Telnet. If you consider the risks of disclosing this password, you’ll
decide very shortly to avoid taking the easy way out by connecting to SWAT
remotely.

And for the white-space-obsessed, be warned: SWAT removes comment, copy, and
include options from your Samba configuration file. It rearranges entries. If you have a
really customized smb.conf file, either avoid SWAT or back up the config file first.

Figure 5-4 shows SWAT’s start-up screen, viewing the network over at Mr. Ander-
son’s place. Figure 5-5 is the selection screen for choosing which share to manipulate.
Figure 5-6 presents some of the options you can set within the share manipulation
screen.

I like SWAT. It has a nice link to the Help file right by each of the options. It’s a nice,
easy way for you to get started creating your own shares and to manage most every-
thing about your Samba server.
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Figure 5-4 SWAT Main.
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Figure 5-6 SWAT Share Manipulation.
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Summary

This chapter briefly discussed the ins and outs of Windows networking and then
showed several ways to access file shares and remote printers from a Linux system. It
also showed that, once configured, Samba is an exceptional file and print server for
your Unix and your MS Windows clients. It’s robust, it scales remarkably well (after
all, if you really need horsepower, you can throw a 16-processor IBM RS/6000 under
it), and it’s free. What more can you ask of server software?
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